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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen important advances in our software engineering capabilities.

As a result we are now in a more stable environment than in the recent past. De facto hard-

ware and software standards are emerging. Work on software architectures and design pat-

terns [GS95,GHJV95] signals a consensus on the importance of early system-level design

decisions, and agreement on the uses of certain paradigmatic software structures. We rec-

ognize the non-existence of simple solutions to complex software development problems.

We now routinely build systems that would have been risky or infeasible a few years ago.

Unfortunately, technological developments threaten to destabilize software design

again. Systems designed around novel computing and peripheral devices will spark ambi-

tious new projects that will stress current software design and engineering capabilities.
Micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS) and related technologies provide the physical

basis for new systems with the potential to produce this kind of destabilizing effect. Soft-

ware will, with high probability, be the "pacing," high-risk item for many such systems.

One important response to anticipated software engineering and design difficulties is

carefully directed engineering-scientific research. Although no single advance in software

engineering will suffice for fast cycle time production of dependable software for future

systems, the coordinated application of results from several lines of research should be of

substantial value. Recent research has identified promising lines of attack on key prob-

lems. Two specific problems meriting substantial research attention are the following:

• We still lack sufficient means to build software systems by generating, extending,

specializing, and integrating large-scale reusable components.

• We lack adequate computational and analytic tools to extend and aid engineers in

maintaining intellectual control over complex software designs.
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DISCLAIMER

In this paper I elaborate on the claim that advances in MEMS and related technologies

will destabilize software design. I offer practical advice on how to deal with the problem.

And I discuss research at the University of Virginia that is relevant to the above problem
formulations.

My research does not address MEMS per se. I am not expert in the area. The positions

in this paper are informed opinion. It is impossible even for experts to predict the future

impacts of given technological developments, and it is far too easy to be way too optimis-

tic or pessimistic. This position paper is thus an exploration of ideas, not a wager on future
outcomes.

While not an expert, I do work in a context in which MEMS is an emerging issue. My

research falls within, the scope of an end-to-end systems research program joint between

the electrical engineering and computer science departments. In the next phase of this pro-
gram, we will target MEMS applications. Work to date has been at the device level: We

are designing a sensor to detect chlorine ions to help address the problem of corrosion of

the rebar in concrete bridges. The devices will be placed in the concrete. When readings
exceed a threshold, electricity will be applied to drive off the chlorine.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

As this simple device and related devices begin to mature, design and implementation

ofsoftware to manage them will become a more important issue. As I discuss below, rapid

advances in devices will require new work in software engineering. At present, proposed

devices are quite limited. The devices we are proposing have a sensor, simple CPU, small

memory, and small antenna: hardly a challenge to the best software engineers. These sim-

ple devices will be good for initial, small-scale software engineering research for MEMS.

As we scale up the complexity of systems based on new technologies, it will be critical

to address the difficult software engineering issues already holding us back in the most

demanding current efforts (e.g., advanced, space-based telecommunications systems). We

will shortly require major improvements in both software development throughput (pro-

ductivity), latency (cycle time in response to new requirements), and dependability.

My current work comprises a number of promising attacks on these problems. My pri-

mary focus has been on the integration of independent components into systems

[Su192,Su194]. Recent variants focus on integration of large-scale components, including,

commercial off-the-shelf components [Su195a]. Productivity and dependability demand the

reuse of certified, large-scale components; dependability and flexibility demand advanced

integration techniques. In the tools area, I focus on the need for rapid development of cus-

tom, high-confidence computational and analytic tools. Such tools are needed to aid engi-

neers in obtaining and maintaining intellectual control over complex software systems

[Su195b]. Advances in the two broad areas of component-based development and tools

promise to significantly benefit future system development projects.
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TECHNOLOGICAL DISCONTINUITIES DEMAND RESEARCH

Technological discontinuities demand engineering research. If the technological situa-

tion changes by an order of magnitude, you have a whole new set of research problems

[Wulf95]. Old solutions to known problems have to be rethought. New problems emerge.

Yet, while order-of-magnitude change is costly, it also presents enormous opportunities.

Petroski presents the pencil as a paradigm of technological discontinuity [P89]. In

1793, unavailability of English graphite due to the onset of war forced Continental pencil

manufacturers to engage in engineering research and development to find alternative ways

of making pencil leads [P89]. The French Minister of War, Carnot, commissioned Nico-

las-Jacques Conte to develop alternatives. Taking a "deliberately innovative" approach

that united "the scientific method.., with experience and with the tools and products of

craftsmen," Conte developed the modern ceramic method for making pencil leads.

Two hundred years later, the computer revolution--a six-orders-of-magnitude

improvement in computing machines over thirty years, produced in large part by "the

transformation of computer manufacture from an assembly industry into a process indus-

try [B95]"--drove the need for a significant new engineering research program. As Dijk-

stra noted, "as long as there were no machines, programming was no problem at all; when

we had a few weak computers, programming became a mild problem, and now we have

gigantic computers, programming has become an equally gigantic problem [D72]." Soft-

ware design ambitions scale with device capabilities; but software design abilities do not!

The resulting "software crisis," was characterized by many costly engineering failures.

As in 1793, so in 1968 the need was countered by an aggressive engineering research pro-

gram: The NATO Science committee established software engineering as a discipline.

Problems with large systems are still a serious concern [G94], but research has produced

made much progress toward understanding software system design in the small and large.

Do M EMS BETOKEN A NEW DISCONTINUITY?

The question I ponder in which paper is this: Do MEMS devices betoken a similar

technological discontinuity--one that will destabilize software design? Will ambitious

future systems based on MEMS and related technologies exceed our software engineering

capabilities? If so, what is the proper response?

A case for an affirmative answer includes several points. First, MEMS interact with

the physical world, requiring complex real-time behaviors; should MEMS become com-

mon, they will raise the average complexity of programs to be designed, increasing

demands for scarce good software designers. Second, MEMS do seem destined to become

both more common and much more complex, for the same reasons that computers became

common and complex: transformation of manufacture from an assembly industry to a pro-

cess industry. Third, the ability to produce MEMS at low price and in high volumes will

encourage the design of systems incorporating many complex devices. This--in the area

of large, distributed systems--is where real software engineering difficulties will begin.
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The title of this position paper suggests "Denver Airports on a Chip" as a metaphor for

the difficulty of programming advanced future systems. As a paradigm of failure owing to

software difficulties, one can do little better than the Denver Airport baggage system. That

system provides a complexity baseline for assessing potential future software difficulties.

The key problem at Denver was the difficulty of programming a "central nervous sys-

tem of some 100 computers networked to one another and to 5,000 electric eyes, 400 radio

receivers and 56 bar code scanners [G94]." Theambitiousness of the concept outstripped

the software engineering capabilities of the developers. My point is not to criticize the

developers but to pose the question, how do applications now being envisioned compare

to Denver; can we use a comparison of physical characteristics (numbers and kinds of

devices and interconnects) as a rough way to gauge potential difficulties?

At least some of the applications now being discussed appear to match or surpass

"Denver" in complexity. A great deal of the complexity of ambitious future systems will

be in the software; and if miniaturization succeeds, we're going to have many more such

systems. As a case study in failure due to software engineering difficulties, Denver Airport

is invaluable to future system designers: The key is to avert software engineering failures.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING RESEARCH FOR MEMS

How can the risk of software engineering failure be managed? The most important

point is to recognize that software engineering difficulties are a top risk, and probably the

top risk, facing advanced technology projects. These risks must be managed aggressively.

A two-pronged approach is needed. First, use best current practices. Take an iterative

approach to risk management in which you continually reevaluate risks and address the

most serious ones first [Boehm76]. Understand that good management is essential. Hire

great software designers [B95]. Recognize there is no silver bullet: No single technique or
advance will radically simplify the software problem. Second, understand that we still

haven't resolved certain key foundational software engineering research issues (e.g., how

to build systems from large-scale reusable components). Progress in these research areas

(properly employed) will contribute significantly to success.

Fortunately, in my view, past software engineering research has laid the foundations

for new syntheses that will help us to meet the demands for software for future systems with

increasing confidence. In the rest of this paper, I discuss my research in two areas. The first

attack--building software systems by integrating independent, large-scale components--

targets the problem of throughput, latency, cost in development, and dependability in the

resulting product. The second attack--rapid development of high-confidence analytic and

computational software engineering tools--targets the need to help engineers to extend and

maintain intellectual control over complex software designs.

Component-based software development

Building software by integrating independent components is critical for at least three

reasons. First, it achieves a separation of concerns essential for both intellectual and

managerial control of complex systems. Second, it amortizes development costs to the
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extent that components are reused. Third, in some sense it permits one to meet the need for

exponential demands for software by combining a small number of parts in different ways.

Many component-based approaches have been devised and used, e.g., procedures,

pipes and filters, and objects. Structured programming does not support composition of

large-scale components---e.g., commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) application-sized parts.

Unix Pipes-and-filters are inadequate for interactive systems. Classical object-oriented

approaches do not support very well the integration of visible, stand-alone objects [Su194].

I explore relevant engineering issues in the context of a specific design approach,

called the mediator method [Su194]. In this method, requirements are mapped to an

architecture called a behavioral entity-relationship (ER) model. The nodes in such a model

represent independent, visible behaviors; the edges represent behavioral relationships--

potentially complex ways in which the behavioral components are required to interact. The

next step is to map the behavioral ER model onto a set of components--such as C++ objects

or COTS applications--in a way that preserves the structure of the model. Components that

implement behaviors are independent and visible; while separate components (called

mediators) implement the behavioral relationships.

This approach embodies a view of both the static structure of an integrated system

and the way that it evolves. In particular, this design approach is intended to provide an

unusual degree of flexibility in composing and evolving integrated systems, overcoming a

serious problem with common design methods: that they throw integration and evolution
into conflict. The architectural model accommodates evolution by the addition, change and

deletion of behaviors and behavioral relationships: one adds, changes, or deletes nodes and

edges in the behavioral ER model, with corresponding changes to the implementation. One

integrates a new component into a system, for example, by adding the component as an

independent part, then adding new mediators to make it work with the existing parts. The

existing parts don't have to change to work with the new one. The mediators take care of

integration separately from the parts being integrated.

Results to date are encouraging. We have used the approach to develope a radiation

treatment planning system for cancer patients [Su195c] now in clinical use at several large

research hospitals. The components--Common Lisp objects--model anatomy, radiation

fields, graphical views, etc. The mediators integrate the component so that, for example, a

change to a view results in a corresponding change the anatomical model. The approach

was key to producing Prism on a modest budget--about eight person years [Su195c].

I am now exploring the mediator integration of COTS components in a case study

involving the design of a commercial-grade fault-tree analysis tool supporting a novel

analysis techniques developed by my colleague Joanne Dugan. Components include Visio

for drawing, Microsoft Access for storing and generating reports on fault trees, and other

large-scale components. The mediators are in Visual Basic. I developed a prototype in
about a week, and am now building a complete system. Delegating the interface and

bookkeeping functions to volume-priced components will permit us to deliver, for a cost of

under $1000, a serious new computational tool in a rich package comprising multiple

millions of lines of code. This work is shedding much light on component integration

issues.
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While theapplicabilityof thedetailedmediatorwork to MEMS applicationsis not
clear,thebasicinsightsandcomponent-integrationstructureswill certainlybevaluable.I
amcontinuingresearchoncomponentintegration,pursuingtopicsincludingthefollowing:

° identificationof usefulcomponentsandcomponenttypes,

• techniquesfor specifyingandimplementinglarge-scalereusablecomponents,and
for specifyingandimplementinginterconnectionstructuresto integratethem[2,3],

adisciplineof programmingwith large-scalecomponents,i.e., techniquesfor map-
pingsapplicationconceptsonto integratedsetsof components[5], andfor charac-
terizingtheengineeringtradeoffsinvolvedin makingthemappingdecisionsoften
requiredby shortcomingsin componentsandintegrationmechanisms,and

° techniquesfor integratingcomponentsin thecontextof theheterogenoushardware
environmentsof futuresystems,attheapplicationsandoperatingsystemslevels.

Computational and analytic software engineering tools

Intellectual control is the cornerstone of dependability. This was true in Denver, and

it will be true for future systems. Engineers have for centuries used computational and

analytic tools to extend their understanding of complex structures. In the absence of such

tools, the best choice may be not to build at all. Stephenson decided to employ a tubular

bridge instead of a suspension bridge to span the Menai straights because he lacked the

tools needed to understand why suspension bridges had failed in the past. His tubular

design was an environmental, economic, and aesthetic failure; but he showed excellent

engineering judgement by not trying to build a critical system beyond his intellectual reach
[Sul195b].

In the future we will increasingly be asked to handle systems that stretch or exceed

our intellectual abilities. The need is acute for tools to extend the intellect to help us assure
the dependability of future systems.

Current tools exhibit at least two problems. First, it is too difficult to develop custom

tools to answer specific but often fairly simple questions about software. Secopd, it is hard

to validly interpret the outputs of many analysis tools. The latter fact is not as appreciated
as it ought to be.

In a recent empirical study [MNL95], Murphy, Notion and Lan report on significant

divergences in the outputs of tools that compute static call graphs from C programs. Not

only are the outputs different, but there is little or no indication that they should be; the

input-output specifications are not clearly spelled out; and it is hard to infer or deduce what

the specifications are. In the absence of such information, it is hard for the engineer to have

much confidence in decisions made on the basis of tool results. That is, the tools give an

impression of intellectual control, but they don't give real intellectual control--dangerous.
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Figure 1 depicts a simple, prototype framework for the rapid development of custom

program analysis tools. The "probe" is a commercial compiler front end plus an abstract

"visitor class" in C++. Specializing the visitor enables extraction of selected information

from the front end-generated intermediate representation (as indicated in the Figure by

specializations for extraction of the includes hierarchy, call graphs, and global variable

uses). The front end, owned by the Edison Design Group [EDG95], can be configured to

parse many important variants of C and C++, and is highly optimized.

I typically define visitor subclasses to format and output Prolog facts [CM94] about

the program to be analyzed----e.g., whether there is a call from procedure P to Q. The output

is piped to the European Community Research Centre's Common Logic Programming

System [E95]. This Prolog system includes a transactional relational database useful for

storing large databases of facts; and it supports logic programming-based inference. After

massaging the data produced by the probe, Eclipse constructs a "dot" p.rogram, which it

then pipes to the "dot" program. "Dot" is a sophisticated, programmable graph layout

system developed at ATT. The framework supports rapid generation of simple, custom

analysis and structure visualization tools.

Instantiating the framework with less than 100 lines of C++ code and a few lines of

Prolog enabled me to implement a static call graph extraction program. In contrast to cur-

rent programs (whose outputs differ substantially and whose precise input-output specifi-

cations are unclear), my program realizes the following simple specification:

• if there is an arc in the extracted call graph from a node P to a node Q then there is

a call instruction in procedure P with target procedure Q, and that if that instruction

is executed there will be a runtime call from P to Q, and

• if there is no arc in the graph from P to Q then there is no possibility of a runtime

call from P to Q, unless P is annotated to indicate that P contains indirect calls

through pointers, in which case further (possibly manual) investigation is needed.

The function is not complex, and indeed it is simpler than the function of more sophis-

ticated tools that perform more complex semantic analysis to refine the call graph. But no

matter how sophisticated, if the engineer doesn't really understand how to interpret the

tool output, the sophistication is not very useful. The key, of course, is not this particular

tool or its component parts, but in the ability to rapidly generate families of customized

tools to answer a range of questions about industrial systems. As I take this relatively new

research forward, I am particularly emphasizing the following objectives:

| 4 | I

Fig. 1. - Architecture of the Tool Framework.
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To develop probes to gather signals from software systems (measurements, both

static and dynamic), much as oscilloscope probes sample signals in electrical cir-

cuits. An example is a probe that extracts static call graphs from programs.

To develop analysis and presentation facilities to prepare and display information

derived from the captured signals. For example, I use a Prolog inference engine to

draw conclusions from the raw outputs produced by probes.

• To develop architectural approaches that support rapid construction and operation

of customized tools through integration of large-scale reusable components.

• To elaborate on the concepts of evaluatability of tool results as a key quality crite-

rion, and of actual evaluation of tool results as a key responsibility of an engineer.

Again, the direct applicability of the specific work to MEMS-based applications is not

clear. The point is that the computational and analytic tool situation for software engineer-

ing in general is woefully inadequate. The consequence is unnecessary limitation of our

intellectual control over complex (or even just plain large) systems. Research and devel-

opment in this area are important as we move into a domain of very ambitious projects.

CONCLUSION

Technology advances in both evolutionary and revolutionary ways. Most change is

evolutionary, and the impacts of change are often less dramatic than predicted. Neverthe-

less, rapid advances can revolutionize the circumstances in which design is done, often

requiring significant, new engineering research and development activities. The develop-

ment of MEMS devices and related technologies seem likely to do this by sparking ambi-

tious application concepts that will stress our software engineering capabilities. Best

practices can help; but inadequacies in the foundations of software engineering demand

that we also engage in aggressive software engineering research as a major part of our

strategy to manage considerable software-related risks. The good news is that the basis for

substantial progress has been laid by past research. The potential for technological change

to catalyze major advances in software engineering is quite exciting.

The French had understood the risk of depletion of English graphite for many years

before the war finally and quickly shut off the strategic material. Crisis finally prompted

decisive research. We can anticipate and brace for the problems likely to be produced by

new MEMS technologies, while ensuring that resources are not wasted on problems that

don't materialize, with significant investments in software engineering research directed

at relevant foundational issues. Mechanisms should be established to assure appropriation

of the benefits of such research. Carefully directed investment in emerging MEMS-spe-
cific software engineering research issues is also warranted.

I have discussed my research in two areas: component-based software development

(attacking cost, dependability, throughput and latency); and rapid construction of compu-

tational and analytic tools (attacking intellectual control). The technological change

underlying this work---carefully developed, validated, and implemented, and thoughtfully

combined with related research results--will help to avert "Denver Airports on a Chip."
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